OWASSO/CLAREMORE JOURNEYMAN PLUMBERS

Half Moon Plumbing is now accepting applications/interviews to find a new team member… We are a
small company excited about the opportunity to serve more customers with our proven policies and
procedures as well as provide an enjoyable, stable career to a qualified applicant… We work primarily in
the service and repair industry and the majority of our customers live in the Owasso/Claremore area…
This is NOT strictly a pay for performance position, we believe that formula lends itself to overcharging
customers and underpaying employees with little risk to the employer… At Half Moon we guarantee to
provide at least 40hrs/week and our base hourly wage for journeyman starts at $24/hr, plus anything
over 40 is time and a 1/2… We want our team to have a dependable income for security/budgeting and
avoid the feast or famine lifestyle… It’s our responsibility to provide the work and the training to help
you succeed… One of our core values is to compensate the success of our team members with ovation
and salary… We believe this to be a recipe in which everyone can achieve success from the customer to
the technician to the company… This position is not for everyone as we are seeking someone who not
only has the necessary skills but, also has the right attitude, the right morals, and a proven record of
success and stability… The following is a list of pre-qualifying requirements that are not negotiable,
please review and respond through the help wanted form on our website (halfmoonplumbing.com)…
We look forward to hearing from qualified applicants!
X…must have a current Oklahoma journeyman Plumbing license
X…must have at least 5 years’ experience
X…clean background check/drug test
X…must be willing to adopt Half Moon’s procedures (we provide specific training on everything from
drain cleaning to toilet setting)
X…must have positive referral/references

